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Why Makes Classes
Online?
Iwan J Azis (ija1@cornell.edu)

Perennial Problems
With High Education
• Fact 1: Quarter of labor force under 15 years:
demographic dividend?
• Fact 2: Regional disparity where specific knowledge
consistent with regional diversity is needed
• Fact 3: Strive for value‐added based and innovation‐
driven economy with efficient distribution network
and improved competitiveness.

Quantity, Quality, Disparity
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One Solution
• Delivery: distant learning (e‐learning; online courses) 
(Boediono: can make the country’s education jumps to
match with international standard, removing the sub‐
standard teaching, increase productivity by leaving
faculty time to do higher‐value tasks, including meeting
with students, rather than repeating stale material
again and again, hence lower the costs, while at the
same time capable of reducing regional inequality (gap
between haves and have‐nots can go either way)
• Can involve private sector or participation (PPP)
• Not to replace conventional interactive class‐room
system.

Challenges/bottlenecks
• Need (1) Sufficient IT hardware and software; (2) Good course
design and materials; (3) Integrated into core curriculum
• Number of participating students (US: a third take at least one
class online, including through MOOC or “massive open
online courses”)  not everyone has internet access
(technology divide?)
• Privileging the work of a few superstar professors, while some
lack the courage and reluctant to leave the “comfort zone”
• Absence of strong leadership and visionary “leaders”
• Online courses represent only auxiliary income to support
bricks and mortar and to increase brand recognition (new
drink for an old bottle)  no formal degree
• Market recognition
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Trends

• 2012, leading scientists from Harvard, Stanford and M.I.T. started
companies like edX, Coursera and others to provide MOOCs for
free, to anyone in the world with an Internet connection
(attracting 100,000 or more students).
• Arizona State University joins with edX, a nonprofit online venture
founded by M.I.T. and Harvard, to offer an online freshman year
that will be available worldwide with no admissions process and
full university credit. Each credit costs $200, but students will not
have to pay until they pass the courses (through edX platform as
MOOCs). Offers Starbucks employees the chance to complete their
degrees online at no cost
• Ireland‐based ALISON‐ Advanced Learning Interactive Systems
Online ‐ provides free online interactive education to help people
acquire basic workplace skills. It has a million registered learners,
the bulk of whom live in the US, UK, India, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Nigeria and the Middle East. It has 200,000 students
and add 50,000 learners each month  likely to proliferate
• Growing recognition to graduates of online courses despite no
official degree awarded
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